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ABSTRACT

the article concerns the mass-media manipulation of information in russia about russian-
ukrainian conflict with the help of the media controlled by government. the authors 
point out that the Kremlin has always manipulated the content of information and with 
the beginning of the revolution of Dignity manipulation and disinformation has gained 
unimaginable momentum, treating Maidan as a negative event, as a coup. at the moment 
of aggression, in the network hundreds of websites and social network groups appeared, 
which „objectively” are informing about the events. the message of this campaign is to 
justify the uprising against the new, legitimate government in Kiev. 
the propaganda potential is directed at presentation of the russian version of events, 
and the overall aim is to diversify the public opinion. an important point of this strategy 
is to create an image of russia as a victim of cynical game of Western establishment, 
accused on this occasion for a complete distortion of Putin’s image as well as the causes 
of ukrainian conflict and its course.
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Introduction

not a false, propaganda or manipulation can not destroy national memory. 
in order to eliminate the national consciousness, the invaders are destroy-
ing firstly the historical memory. although the new rulers build castles, 
cities, churches, monuments, acquire or burn archives, historical memora-
bilia, to the next generation to impose own vision of history, but memory 
is always eluded them out of control. collective memory is filled not so 
much with the historical truth but rather with the mythical tale of the 
former advantages or sufferings. for hundreds of years the invaders from 
the east tried to suppress the ukrainian freedom, every time rewriting 
history. Does anyone now can say with certainty who was the cossack 
Hetman ivan Mazepa: a selfish traitor or a true patriot? and who among 
the ordinary citizens, and even some experts of history know that in 1659 
in Pereyaslav no agreement was signed? now we witness important his-
torical events, and we understand that democracy is not just a freedom 
of choice, it is also a great responsibility. In 1659 Ukraine, but rather its 
part – Hetmanate – the tsarist government turned to an autonomous unit 
within the russian empire, which had been „secured” in „Pereyaslav ar-
ticles” in 16591.

Probably, there is no question in Russian history what was described in 
more biased and false manner, than the issue of „entry” of ukraine to rus-
sia. the strange lack of text of agreement between ukraine and russia cre-
ated a large field for various abuses, such as the decision of the communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) in 1954 that the Pereyaslav agreement 
was the culmination of an effort of centuries-old desire of ukraine and 
russia to unite and that it is this combination was the main aim of the 
war of liberation in 1648. What kind of „unification” can we talk about if 
russia was formed much later than Kievan rus’ fell apart?

In fact, only Moscow treated the Council of Pereyaslav and „1654 March 
articles” as a pretext for the gradual absorption of ukraine. ukraine itself 
considered this agreement as a typical military alliance against external 
enemies, dictated by the moment, because life has shown that relying on 
alliance with the Crimea is not an option. After an agreement from 1654 
a lot of documents clearly were referring to ukraine as an independent 
state, not as slaves of the Moscow tsar. it was no surprise that ukraine had 
1   I. Гирич, Наслідки Переяславської Ради 1654 року: збірник статей, Видавництво 
Смолоскип, Київ 2004, p. 476.
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all the attributes of an independent state, conducted its own independent 
diplomacy, new agreements and alliances with other countries2.

russian historian v. Klyuchevsky called such a statement: “the history 
of russia is the history of a country that colonizes itself ”3. under the slo-
gan of „connecting” old Kievan Rus’ lands, starting from the 15th century 
Russia led expansion to near and distant neighbors. During 1462–1914 
its territory increased by almost 1000 times: from 24 thousand km2 to 
23,8 million km2, so it was increasing with a speed of 80 km2 per day4. this 
expansion took place mostly under the pretext of „liberation of nations”, 
„connecting”, „joining” and „voluntary reunification”. f. engels wrote 
about it: „every annexed territory, all the oppressions, carried out under 
the pretext of enlightenment, liberalism, liberation of nations”5. of course, 
none of those „unions” were not „voluntary”, served as a sophisticated pol-
icy of conquest. Presented scheme also applies to Ukraine, as exemplified 
by the policy carried out in several stages:
1.  1654–1783 – gradual attack on the rights and freedoms of Ukraine and 

its transformation from a country allied to a province of the empire,
2.  18th – 19th centuries: active involvement of the Russian government in 

order to russification ukrainian people,
3.  The beginning of 19th and 20th centuries: the tsarist policy of 

assimilation,
4.  From the beginning till the end of 20th century: assimilation policy 

pursued by the Soviet Union; attempt to change the ethnic structure of 
ukrainian population by the artificially induced famine, war and mass 
resettlement of the ukrainian population,

5.  The end of the 20th century – beginning of the 21st century: active-
ly carried out propaganda, information war, manipulation of historical 
facts against ukraine,

6.  Beginning of the Revolution of Dignity (2013) – up until now: mas-
sive manipulations, as well as informational and propaganda war against 
ukraine on the territory of ukraine, russia and in whole europe.
it is on this last stage we will focus our analysis, which is characterized by 

manipulation conducted on a massive scale, propaganda and informational war.
2  Н. Полонська-Василенко, Історія України, Видавництво Либідь, Київ 1992, p. 27.
3  В. О. Ключевский, Русская история, Полный курс лекций, ОЛМА Медиа Групп, 

2004, p. 38.
4  О. Субтельний, Україна: історія, Видавництво Либідь, Київ 1992, p. 159.
5  К. Маркс, Ф. Енгельс, Твори, Т. 22. Київ 2001, p. 23.
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Manipulation techniques are known to the world since the dawn of 
history, and more and more perverted world of media deliberately distort 
reality, using immoral practices such as stereotype, myth, rumor, propa-
ganda, open lies, misinformation, hidden activities, camouflage, demarcat-
ing, black advertising and psychological war6. according to Bishop adam 
lepa „manipulation is deliberate and secretive operation, through which 
it is imposed to an individual or a group of people a false picture of real-
ity. this distorted image does not refer to the whole reality, because that 
would exceed the possibilities of trustees and executors of manipulation”7.

Manipulator uses for example statistical data, information, facts to hide 
from recipient real objectives. information reduces our ignorance about 
the actual phenomena, on the same time manipulation makes that it is 
not only we do not have the knowledge, but even that supplied knowledge 
is false. everything is done with the purpose for the creator of the mes-
sage (russia) to achieve its objectives (excuse the annexation of crimea, 
attempts to seize the territory of another country). the more simplifi-
cations, repetitions or symbols in a given transmission and at the same 
time correspondingly fewer facts, the more the creator manipulates the 
audience. using false information to undermine the position and credibil-
ity of the nation, institution, organization or individual person. it aims to 
undermine the authority, credibility, image and goals.

Russia’s manipulation of information

Mass media which are using manipulation techniques are very powerful 
“weapon” in the political struggle. in russia you cannot find any free me-
dia; hence the consequences of such actions are much more drastic for the 
russians themselves. russian mass media are discrediting everything that 
is valuable in ukraine, discredit the leaders, disorganize social life through 
imaginary facts and events, ridicule european values, culture and tradition, 
demoralize society by promoting alcohol, cigarettes, drugs, pop culture, 
sexual promiscuity; penetrate Ukrainian elite searching for “sensation”, 
surveillance of journalists in order to find a “hook” on opponents.

Modern Russia is using various techniques of manipulation, including 
the propaganda and information war by disseminating certain sort of in-

6  S. Kizińczuk, Techniki manipulacji. Poznaj techniki manipulacji i już nigdy nie daj się 
„wpuścić w kanał”, Wyd. Złote Myśli, Gliwice 2015. 

7  A. Lepa, Świat manipulacji, Biblioteka Niedzieli, Częstochowa 2011, p. 23.
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formation. the object of the information war is both a collective and in-
dividual consciousness. this transfer of information can take place on the 
background of informational noise and in informational vacuum. this in-
formation includes distortion of the facts or relate to emotional perception 
which is comfortable for aggressor. typically, methods of informational 
warfare are to release misinformation or provide information in a benefi-
cial way for the aggressor. these methods allow for distortion assessment 
of what is happening, demoralizing citizens, and potentially ensuring the 
transition to the side of the aggressor.

Since the beginning of the 21st century Russia actively developed and 
implemented anti-ukrainian and anti-Western propaganda8. Since Putin’s 
another presidency (2013–2014) and the beginning of Dignity Revolution 
in Ukraine, Russian propaganda has developed very quickly and has be-
come openly chauvinistic, aggressive and fascist, becoming a full-fledged 
informational warfare. it was aimed at preparing public opinion in rus-
sia to external aggression and obtains the consent of the people towards 
Kremlin’s aggressive actions against ukraine. after military aggression, 
occupation and annexation of crimea9, total disinformation has become 
the major method and technique of Russian propaganda10.

Depth analysis of the theory of the origin and development of infor-
mation warfare in the modern world has made american Professor Phil-
ip M. taylor, who in his book „global communications, international 
Affairs and the Media Since 1945”11 proves that the rapid civilization 
development, new technologies of mass communication have a decisive 
influence on development of international relations in the modern world. 
„Starting from the 20th century mass media actually influence the devel-
opment of a new history of the world” – says Philip M. taylor12.

8  P. Демчак, Як перемогти Росію в телевізорі, http://www.epravda.com.ua/columns/ 
2014/05/27/458096/.

9  Р.  Бабаев,  Принята Бакинская декларация Парламентской Ассамблеи ОБСЕ, 
http://interfax.az/view/613059.

10   Т.  Попова,  Як діє російська пропаганда, http://www.pravda.com.ua/columns/ 
2014/06/21/7029684/.

11  P. M. taylor, Global Communications, International Affairs and the Media Since 1945 
(The New International History), Routledge, New York and London 1997.

12  Killen on taylor, ‘Global Communications, International Affairs and the Media Since 
1945’, https://networks.h-net.org/node/9997/reviews/10434/killen-taylor-global- 
communications-international-affairs-and-media.
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in the hybrid war conducted by russia there are a lot of propaganda 
and manipulation components. Most of the population is not prepared 
for such an activity, and russia – is not only ready, but uses them well. 
information warfare theory has a long tradition in russia. the first who 
applied the information war was Peter i, who began the falsification of 
the history of his people. In 1701, he ordered the removal of all written 
documents of folk chronicles, chronographs, ancient historical records, 
church documents and archives among the conquered peoples. Particular-
ly the Ukraine-Rus’. Based on those forgeries 22nd October 1721 Mus-
covy announced themselves to be “russian empire” and Muscovites – to 
be russians. that way ukrainian historical name rus’ was stolen from its 
legitimate heirs – ukrainians13.

Peter i invited many experts from europe, including professional histo-
rians who were forced to write and falsify the history of the Muscovy. to 
do this, every foreigner who started working had to oath not to disclose 
national secrets and promised to not leave the state of Muscovy. at the 
same time the question arises, what national secrets could be while “writ-
ing the history of the state” of old days? in every civilized country in eu-
rope, after 30–50 years, all archives are available for scientists. It is evident 
that russian empire was afraid of the truth about it’s past14.

an interesting research was presented by v. Belinsky in “The country 
Moksel or Moscovia”15, giving facts derived mainly from russian historical 
sources, which indicates a radical distortion of the history of the russian 
empire, directed on the creation of historical mythology that Muscovy and 
Kievan rus’ have common historical roots, which means that Muscovy has 
a “right to inheritance” of history, culture and traditions of Kievan rus’.

the falsification of russian history on an unprecedented scale 
took place in the late 18th century during the reign of Catherine II. 
empress personally edited “History of russia”, improving historical 

13  Я.  Дашкевич, Як Московія привласнила історію Київської Русі, http://univer-
sum.lviv.ua/journal/2011/6/dashk.htm; Я.Дашкевич, Як Московія вкрала історію 
Київської Русі – України, http://sribnazemlja.org.ua/2014042913731/istoria/ukrai-
na/2014-04-29-08-23-34-13731.html.

14  Я. Дашкевич, Як Московія привласнила історію Київської Русі, [in:] Українські 
реалії: негаразди, загрози, надії: публіцистика / упоряд.: О. К. Глушко, В. О. Кар-
пенко. Київ, Університет «Україна», 2013, p. 109.

15  В.  Білінський, Країна Моксель, або Московія. Роман-дослідження. W 3 Кни-
гаx, Видавництво імені Олени Теліги, Київ 2008–2009.
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documents, issuing orders to destruct numerous documents, forcing 
historians to counterfeiting.

among the political objectives we can found directives leading to:
- Justify annexing different territories to russia,
- in order to suppress the national liberation struggle of Belarusians and 

ukrainians, it was necessary to come up with the myth, that they appar-
ently always dreamed to be in the russian zone,

- as part of this myth, another myth should be created – that the Moskal’s 
are Slavs and rus’, rather than the population of finnish-Muscovy,

- to cover all those tasks, they had massively conducted an audit of all the 
chronicles and historical documents in annexed territories, aiming to 
correct them or delete16.
in order to implement the abovementioned political purposes, it was 

banned to solve specific problems which contributed to the falsification 
of history:
- create a myth that Kievan rus’ with the advent of the tartars, suddenly 

started to consider Muscovy (moksha) to be part of rus’ (and even the 
center of Rus’), which was in the Golden Horde and 1,000 kilometers 
from Kievan rus’ populated by finnish tribes and until then no one even 
called that territory as rus’,

- create a myth of “vladimir-Suzdal rus’” existence, even though no one 
heard of this land prior to catherine ii,

- create a myth that Moscow was founded by the princes of Kievan rus’, 
but prior to catherine ii all historians knew that it was founded at the 
behest of the Tatar khan after 125717 (back then tatar-Mongolian em-
pire conducted in their northern uluses a list of all the settlements and 
the overall population in that region in order to increase taxation and 
Moscow even did not exist back then),

- create a myth that Muscovy – is a rus’, and Muscovites – are not finns 
but Slavs,

- create a myth of the “Horde yoke”, although previously all historians 
believed that Muscovy for three centuries was a solid bastion of the 
Horde in a battle with rus’, and later ivan the terrible seized power in 
the Horde,

16  В. Ростов, Фальсификация истории России, http://patent.net.ua/intellectus/inteli 
gibilisation/facts/1875/ua.html.

17  Я. Дашкевич, Учи неложними устами сказати правду, Темпора, Київ 2011, p. 5.
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- create a myth that Dmitry Donskoy fought not with the Horde but 
against it.
all the key moments in the history of Muscovy were rewritten. Such 

falsification of history on such a large scale by the Moscals, who usurped 
the history of grand Duchy of Kiev and its people, struck a terrible blow 
to the ukrainian ethnic group.

Moscow, and later on tsars of russia realized that without a great his-
tory they will not be able to create a great nation, a great empire. to do 
this, they had to arrange its historical past and even steal past from other 
nations. therefore, tsars of Moscow, starting from ivan ivth “the terri-
ble” (1533–1584), decided to appropriate the history of Kievan Rus’, its 
glorious past and to create an official mythologies of the russian empire18.

Over the centuries, especially in the early 16th century, they began to 
spread the ideology to convince others that:
- russian state and the russian people are originally from the grand 

Duchy of Kiev,
- Kievan rus’ – is the cradle of three fraternal nations -–russian, ukrain-

ian and Belorussian,
- russians by the law of “elder brother” have the right to inherit Kievan 

rus’ and its history.
Such a pathetic lie is still being used by russian historians and states-

men of russia, as well as “fifth column” in ukraine, which includes com-
munists and almost all the representatives of the Party of regions in the 
verkhovna rada of ukraine.

formation of the so-called “velikoros” mentality coincided with bor-
rowings of Tatar-Mongolian conqueror instinct, despots, whose main ob-
jective is the invasion, domination over the rest of the world. So, prior to 
the 16th century, a conqueror-kind of man created, cruel in its ignorance, 
anger and violence. these people do not need european culture and liter-
ature, as well as for such categories as morality, honesty, shame, dignity and 
historical memory. Many Tatar-Mongolians in the 13th–16th centuries 
became part of “velikoros”, which became the starting point for more than 
25% of Russian nobility. Here are a few Tatars who have brought glory 
to the empire: arakcheyev, Bunin, griboyedov, Derzhavin, Dostoevsky, 
Kuprin, Plekhanov, Saltykov-Shchedrin, turgenev, Sheremetiev, chaa-
dayev and many others.

18  Ibidem, p. 4.
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to assign the history of a foreign lands and perpetuate the theft, the 
russians had to destroy the ukrainian people, to enslave them. ukraini-
ans, who emerged as a nation much earlier, they are described as “maloros” 
(which is a historic term for the residents of central ukraine within the 
russian empire) and that ideology was introduced to the whole world. 
representatives of ukrainian intelligentsia were forced to work for the 
„velikoroses” (M. Gogol); or were sending them to the army for 25 years 
(T. Shevchenko). Such slavery lasted for more than 300 years.

the Soviet era was particularly brutal. at that time, ukraine has lost 
more than 25 million people who have died in wars in the interests of 
russia, during collectivization (Holodomor), in the gulags. So the “big 
brother” forced “younger brother” in the cruel “hugs of love”19.

from the first days of the seizure of power by the “Soviets” v. lenin 
together with Soviet ideologists stood to create an “ideal” political system, 
economic and social, which humanity had not known. construction of the 
new order was based primarily on the treatment of “human material from 
the capitalist era”20. a columnist Maxim gorki defined those actions as 
“lenin worked as a chemist in his lab, with the difference that the chemist 
is working with dead materials…, and lenin worked on alive”21. revolu-
tionist M. gorki, said “He treated people like bad taught dogs and frogs, 
intended for cruel scientific experiments”22. Michal Heller was comparing 
those actions to trying to repeat Dr. frankenstein’s experiment but on a gi-
gantic scale and the creation of new man called “Homo Sovieticus” which 
is superior in every respect divine creation, which is “homo sapiens”23.

Soviet ideologists began to build a new order, which was based primar-
ily on new revalued society, composed of experimentally and artificially 
created persons known as “Homo Sovieticus”. “Homo Sovieticus” – which 
means soviet person, was developed model of social variable unit (although 
over the years, but always devoted to the state and society). created long 
before the October Revolution, because in the sixties of 19th century, 
19  Ibidem.
20  cyt. za M. Heller, Maszyna i śrubki. Jak hartował się człowiek sowiecki, Paryż 1988, p. 9.
21  Ibidem, p. 10.
22  Ibidem.
23  Ibidem. other symptomatic opinion of Maxim gorki on lenin’s: “Working classes are 

for lenin the same thing as minerals for metallurgist” („Klasy pracujące dla lenina są 
tym, czym minerały dla metalurga”); R. Conquest, Lenin. Prawda o wodzu rewolucji, 
Warszawa – Chicago 1999, p. 35.
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Homo Sovieticus took on the character starting from the revolutionary 
destroyer then industrial man and finally improved communist man. De-
spite of various forms, Soviet person had to fulfill one role – to be the basic 
building block of the communist system. implementation of the utopian 
vision of the government, which was created in the minds of revolutionar-
ies, required however more than just drawing an image of an ideal society, 
also demanded actions to create a basis for a new type of persons, but 
above all it was required to develop instruments to influence the person. 
the basis for the functioning of society was created by systemic reforms 
and social engineering function was assigned to propaganda. the main 
link of Soviet propaganda was created by the Propaganda Department of 
the central committee of the communist Party of the Soviet union in 
192024, which together with the existing military propaganda apparatus 
and additional points of agitation over the years of the totalitarian regime 
were shaping “little screws” (ordinary people)25 which were parts of the 
Soviet union machinery.

Information warfare carried out by Russia against Ukraine in the 21st 
century, can be considered as the way to indicate further direction of po-
litical events. Depending on the method of warfare (psychological and 
informational), we can determine the degree of interest russia has, in the 
situation in ukraine. While analyzing russian web-pages it can be noted 
that in the period from October 2013 to November 2014, Russian news 
were devoted to the events in Ukraine for about 85–90%. Moscow kept 
an eye very closely to all the events in ukraine, using propaganda, lies, 
manipulation and misinformation. all of this can be seen as active phase 
of the Kremlin information campaign.

24  M. Jastrząb, Mozolna budowa absurdu. Działalność wydziału propagandy warszawskiego 
Komitetu Wojewódzkiego PZPR w latach 1949–1953, Warszawa 1999, p. 117.

25  a „screw” is an ideal type of person, created by Stalin. By this concept a man should 
regard himself only as a little screw in the machinery of the state. During the reception 
ton honor the participants in the victory parade in 1945, Stalin honored the Soviet 
society in the following words: “i propose a toast to the health of simple, ordinary, 
humble people, those little screws, which are necessary for the movement of the whole 
mechanism of our country” (“Wznoszę toast za zdrowie prostych, zwykłych, skrom-
nych ludzi, tych małych śrubek, które są niezbędne dla ruchu całego mechanizmu 
naszego państwa”); M. Heller, A. Niekricz, Utopia u władzy. Historia związku sowiec-
kiego, vol. 2, part IV, Respublica, Lublin 1988, trans. From Russian A. Mietkowski. 
Reprint form edition: Polonia, London 1987, p. 149.
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Since December 2014 till the April 2015 Russian aggression in the 
information space weakened a little. the volume of news reports about 
the Ukrainian events has dropped to about 40%, which may be due to 
several reasons:
- the political ideology of the Kremlin concerning ukrainian events was 

brought to russian society,
- russian government has achieved its objectives on the implementation 

of partial control over the political and economic situation in ukraine,
- change the vector of russian foreign policy from europe to asia and 

eastern countries changed the direction of the information flow,
- Sanctions of Western countries against russia reached a level in which 

russia may wanted to withdraw from the conflict in ukraine, but for 
many reasons this cannot be done.
In the first half of May 2015, there was a small explosion of information 

activities of russian media concerning the situation in ukraine, which was 
connected with the reaction of Kiev at the ceremony in Moscow devoted 
to the 70th anniversary of the end of World War II.

Throughout the whole 2014 and the first half of 2015 Russian TV 
channels have changed the tactics of moving from informing viewers 
about the events in ukraine to imposing propaganda, incitement to ha-
tred, dissemination of unverified rumors and lies, taking advantage of the 
various instruments: selectivity of facts and events; choice of preferred 
commentators and experts (usually paid)26; quotes manipulation27; subjec-
tive conclusions rather than objective facts.

for at least two years before the revolution of Dignity, russian special 
services with the help of press agencies, television stations and websites led 

26  Т. Назарук, Рік фейків: як брехала російська пропаганда, http://osvita.mediasapiens. 
ua/ethics/manipulation/rik_feykiv_yak_brekhala_rosiyska_propaganda/.

27  In this way Russian media and blogs often use “quotation” form Otto von Bismarck 
that West allegedly had planes to “partite russia”. in particular it is about the ex-
pression: “the power of russia can be challenged only by the separation of ukraine 
from it ... you have to not just to separate, but to oppose ukraine russia, you need to 
contact the heads of two parts of one nation and look like brother kills brother”. of 
course otto von Bismarck did not say anything like that, which was confirmed by the 
Bismarck’s foundation representatives; it sounds as if the quote was written by Rus-
sian ideologues in the 20th century, even in the 21st century, and not in the mid-19th 
century; Т. Назарук, Російські ЗМІ використовують неіснуючу цитату Бісмар-
ка, http://osvita.mediasapiens.ua/ethics/manipulation/rosiyski_zmi_vikoristovuyut_ 
neisnuyuchu_tsitatu_bismarka/.
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an aggressive propaganda campaign against ukraine to disrupt the signing 
of an association agreement between ukraine and the european union, 
and after viktor Yanukovych escaped from ukraine – divide the country 
and set up an information basis for war with ukraine. images shown by 
Kremlin propagandists on russian television and websites have taken over 
the last two years grotesque forms. Media manipulation using psychologi-
cal and social techniques has become a very dangerous weapon in the fight 
against patriotism, identity and european values.

in the russian mass media, social networks, as well as tv series, con-
tain more and more anti-ukrainian propaganda. for this purpose facts 
and photos manipulating are often used. In early March 2014, day be-
fore the referendum in crimea, “first channel” – russia’s state television, 
reported that ukrainian citizens are massively becoming refugees and 
showed a string of cars crossing the border with russia. this footage was 
to show avalanche wave of ukrainian refugees seeking shelter in russia. 
the representatives of the central authorities of the russian federation 
were saying about 600 thousand Ukrainian refugees, but in reality that 
video material was from the Medyka-Shehyni border checkpoint (be-
tween ukraine and Poland)28.

one of the reasons to start an attack on ukraine, russian President 
vladimir Putin has called the threat to the lives of russian citizens in 
Crimea. And the Federation Council approved the request of Putin for 
military intervention in ukraine. in order to maintain the myth of the 
dead people and extremists in the crimea, russian tv ran a story about 
the alleged shooting in Simferopol: men in black clothes, depicting Ban-
dera, arrived to crimea in buses with registration numbers and emblems 
of the crimean company „taigan” (lions zoo park), located in Belogorsk 
near Simferopol. also, they were armed with the latest russian automatic 
AK 100 series and RG-94 grenade launchers, which are in use only in the 
russian army29.

explicit manipulations of information fuels the fire of conflict in which 
every day ukrainians are killed: ukrainians killed by the military and Ban-
28  Як дезінформує «Перший канал»: польський КПП видають за російський, 

http://www.unian.ua/politics/891927-yak-dezinformue-pershiy-kanal-polskiy-kpp- 
vidayut-za-rosiyskiy.html.

29  Информационная война: пять примеров российской пропаганды, http://news.liga.
net/articles/politics/993677-informatsionnaya_voyna_pyat_primerov_rossiyskoy_ 
propagandy.htm/section1/.
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dera mobile groups, murders of children, bombed cities of Donbass and 
other horrors  – these information and images constantly appearing in 
russian mass media. all such messages are so terrible that it is hard to 
suspect their authors of lying. it is primarily a conscious tactic of persua-
sion in such a way that manipulated person should not be aware that he is 
the subject to manipulation.

The „Novoye Vremya” magazine gathered 20 of the most blatant ex-
amples of manipulation and lies in russian media. to illustrate manipu-
lation of the mass media we will present a few examples. on the website 
„Navigator” on 26th of May 2014 appeared a message that war zone is 
expanding over to Donetsk city, people are leaving their homes, there are 
a lot of burnt out cars and the number of injured people is constantly 
increasing. Messages were accompanied by pictures of fire near the Pu-
tilov’s bridge. in fact, the explosions and the smoke, which appeared in 
Donetsk on that picture was made in Photoshop. one more example: in 
russian social network “vKontakte” igor Strelkov, Minister of Defense in 
self-proclaimed People’s republic of Donetsk, placed a photo of a burning 
armored transporter, but forgot to mention that the freighter was burned 
in China on 3rd of June 1989, near the Tiananmen Square. TV channel 
Rossiya-1, in evening news program “Vesti” on 16th of May 2014, speak-
ing about the events in Sloviansk city, showed murdered man and for that 
scene they used the movie, which was filmed in 2012 in Russia – after 
anti-terrorist operation on the territory of Baksan district in the Kab-
ardino-Balkar Republic. On 17th May 2014 Russian web site Rolitikus.ru 
published a message that Sloviansk morgue is full of corpses, allegedly of 
ukrainian military, fighters of the national guard of ukraine and right 
Sector. Messages were accompanied by photos of 18th of February 2009. 
But on the picture were bodies waiting for an autopsy in the morgue of 
Mexican city ciudad Juarez30.

internet and social media are dominated by the manipulation of infor-
mation with the task of misstatement of the current situation and chang-
ing attitude of russian society against ukrainians, Poles and inhabitants 
of the Baltic countries. russians replace images and its messages, in order 
to lend credibility to their actions and discredit ukraine. But telling this 
has not much in common with giving people real information. Propagan-

30  Топ-20 випадків нахабної брехні російської пропаганди, http://www.myvin.com.
ua/ua/news/events/27599.html.
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dists are moving even to the extent that photos taken in 2009 in Chechnya 
describe as violent evidence of ukrainian army actions.

Photograph #1 from Bosnia having to prove the bestiality 
of the ukrainian army

Source: ТОП-10 маніпуляцій російських ЗМІ та соціальних мереж про Україну 
(ФОТО), http://texty.org.ua/pg/news/textynewseditor/read/54210/TOP10_manipulacij_
rosijskyh_ZMI_ta_socialnyh_merezh; Kłamstwa, manipulacja, przeróbka zdjęć. Tak rosyjska 
propaganda pokazuje wojnę na Ukrainie, http://niezalezna.pl/58108-klamstwa-manipulacja- 
przerobka-zdjec-tak-rosyjska-propaganda-pokazuje-wojne-na-ukrainie.
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Photograph #2 little girl next to the murdered woman, 
describe them as an evidence of the events in Donbass. 
Meanwhile, this is frame from russian-Belarusian war movie 
“The Brest Fortress” (2010).

Source: ТОП-10 маніпуляцій російських ЗМІ та соціальних мереж про Україну 
(ФОТО), http://texty.org.ua/pg/news/textynewseditor/read/54210/TOP10_ 
manipulacij_rosijskyh_ZMI_ta_socialnyh_merezh; Kłamstwa, manipulacja, przerób-
ka zdjęć. Tak rosyjska propaganda pokazuje wojnę na Ukrainie, http://niezalezna.
pl/58108-klamstwa-manipulacja-przerobka-zdjec-tak-rosyjska-propaganda-pokazuje- 
wojne-na-ukrainie.
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Photograph #3 made in 2009 in Chechnya, signed 
as a description of ukrainian army activities

Source: ТОП-10 маніпуляцій російських ЗМІ та соціальних мереж про Україну 
(ФОТО), http://texty.org.ua/pg/news/textynewseditor/read/54210/TOP10_manipulacij_ 
rosijskyh_ZMI_ta_socialnyh_merezh.

Photograph #4. Russian TV station “Mir 24” on their “Facebook” 
page showed refugees from Kosovo in 1999 as refugees being 
from Ukraine in 2014. This photo has already been removed. 
even before that, this picture was used on the website  
of “external economic relations” magazine31

Source: ТОП-10 маніпуляцій російських ЗМІ та соціальних мереж про Україну 
(ФОТО), http://texty.org.ua/pg/news/textynewseditor/read/54210/TOP10_manipulacij_ 
rosijskyh_ZMI_ta_socialnyh_merezh.

31  Ibidem.
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in an interview with “le Monde” russian writer lyudmila ulitskaya 
said that russian mass media are manipulating the collective conscious-
ness of russian people. in particular, the author claims that television 
channels showed video materials from Syria and venezuela, presenting 
them as events in Donetsk. the russian intelligentsia cannot do an-
ything about it because according to her words, freedom of speech in 
russia does not exist. ulitskaya believes that russian mass media are 
manipulating events in ukraine and already beat the “world record in 
lie”. recently there have been reports about injured child and a woman 
lying in pools of blood, as shown by certain channels, and presented 
as proof of the barbarity of ukrainian army in Donetsk, those scenes 
were actually filmed in Syria and venezuela. in her opinion, the mate-
rial shows specifically for incitement to hatred between russians and 
ukrainians. “today we are witnessing an unprecedented manipulation 
of the collective consciousness. the responsibility of journalists has nev-
er been so high as it is now, especially those who are trying to observe 
objectivity, despite pressure from the government. Some news sites were 
closed, bloggers are controlled, and freedom of speech is suppressed as 
never in the past 20 years” – she said in the interview32.

the longer this conflict lasts, the more fanaticism and willingness is 
growing in russia to uncritical faith in any kind of agitation and propa-
ganda disinformation, confirming the stereotypical image of an enemy. in 
this undeclared war against ukraine, russia is actively using methods of 
psychological and information war33, trying to destroy the morale of the 
ukrainian soldiers and civilians. the so-called “journalists” of russian tv 
stations like “life news”, “russia today” and others are “weapons of du-
al-usage” serving to form the “right image” for propaganda purposes and 
for intelligence special services of russia.

unprecedented scale of informational manipulation is carried out in 
all areas of social life with the participation of different forces and means, 
through the creation and implementation of new information units. Web 
service Sobaka.ru published in February 2015 interesting confessions of 
former employees of a russian “media agency”, whose task was flood-

32  Л. Улицкая, Российские СМИ побили мировой рекорд по вранью, http://russian.
rt.com/inotv/2014-06-12/Ulickaya-Rossijskie-SMI-pobili-mirovoj.

33  K. liedel, Bezpieczeństwo informacyjne w dobie terrorystycznych i innych zagrożeń bez-
pieczeństwa narodowego, Adam Marszałek, Toruń 2005, p. 23–24.
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ing the internet with lying information, manipulating information about 
russia’s armed conflict with ukraine34.

Propaganda agency, which conducts such activities, is called officially 
fan (federal agency for information) and is running at least from July 
2013, and hides the actual purpose of their activities, and giving various 
excuses as an explanation and did not officially admit to being funded 
from the Russian pro-government sources. It brings together 12 other 
companies (various locations, including in ukraine, for example the web-
site “anti-maidan”) – most of them in one way or another preparing ma-
terials related to the conflict with ukraine, ukrainian policy or russian 
policy concerning ukraine, but they have to show the messages in a cer-
tain way, paying great attention to the positive role of russia in “solving” 
ukrainian conflict. they cannot write anything bad about Putin, ukrain-
ian separatists are not terrorists but rather heroes and their activities in 
eastern ukraine presents itself as an armed resistance against the “illegal” 
government in Kiev, as well as they recognize the right of local people to 
self-determination, and they call ukrainian partisans – fascist rebels. the 
main daily news on all those websites, and a lot of others, are about – Pu-
tin, crimea, “novorossiya”.

They offer an attractive salary (for local conditions) – 45 000 rubles 
(approx. 650–670 EUR). They employ those who do not ask questions 
“why?”, this is how “work” looks like for russian internet trolls, paid by 
Moscow. Every day they have to create at least 20 pieces of information 
(articles, news, etc.) and publish them on web pages controlled by the 
agency. Since most employees are quite intelligent, educated, who came 
from different cities, where they could not find a job, they are well aware 
what they are doing. therefore, as one of former trolls says, as a rule they 
can be divided into 3 groups:
- they pay me, so i do not care about anything else. i do not care who my 

employer is,
- i know that my employer is pro-russian “troll factory”, but they pay me, 

so it is oK,
- i am fighting online against fascist rebels.

But people from the last category are a substantial minority. former 
troll counted only 2 people out of 30 person team with such orthodox 

34  Городской типаж: блогер-пропагандист, http://www.sobaka.ru/city/city/32942/.
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views35. apparently they are taking all those who speak and write cor-
rectly russian language. after an interview, you might be assigned to 
several teams:
- content Managers – people “rewriting again” true agency news, by do-

ing this however, so that their tone was pro-russian and anti-ukrainian. 
next publish those newly rewritten news on the websites controlled by 
an agency,

- Bloggers  – people who create records in social media and blog/vlog 
platforms,

- illustrators – people who create demotivational posters,
- Seo specialists  – those who simply spamming links to content on 

other web sites (Behind the scenes work of russian, pro-government 
internet trolls).
according to calculations made by an analytical expert in information 

security – v. gusarov from “information resistance”, which is a non-gov-
ernmental project that aims to counteract external threats to the infor-
mational space of ukraine in the main areas of military, economic, and 
energy, as well as the sphere of informational security, russia annually 
spends on information war against Ukraine not less than $3,5 billion dol-
lars. We should not forget that the russian “information machine” runs at 
full speed for the last three years.

institutional collapse created great conditions to spread hybrid war on 
the territory of ukraine, which has consistently led foreign forces in recent 
years. Maidan in its essence became the culmination of delegitimization 
of the authorities, which with an unbridled lust for enrichment, corrup-
tion, controversial policy, ruled based on primitive populism rather than 
on a development strategy.

russia’s aggression has become possible mainly not because of the al-
leged lack of legitimacy of the post-revolutionary authorities in Kiev but 
rather because of its inability to adequately confront Russian attacks in the 
form of informational and propaganda aggression. the primary hybrid 
war goal was to use the eastern part of ukraine as a center of instabili-
ty for the ultimate destruction of ukrainian investment attractiveness in 
order to maintain permanent social conflict, to inflict maximum damage 
to the economy and lead to a profound destabilization in order to create 
the necessary conditions for a return into the “bosom” of “Putin’s russkij 

35  Ibidem.
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Mir” (which is an ethnic-centered concept of russian world) and more 
prosaically – to the customs union, creating on the territory of ukraine 
various puppet “mini-states” based on abkhazia and transnistrian Mol-
dovan republic models.

However, Putin did not expect that ukrainians themselves and the en-
tire civilized world will be on the side of democratic values. the Kremlin 
expected that, the same way as in the crimea, the destabilization of the 
central and local authorities, using deliberate disinformation of society, 
annexation was presented as legitimate. in the Donbas region, transfor-
mation of anti-Maidan protests to pro-russian movement on the large 
scale has not been successful. With the development of the situation in 
the Donbas region, small groups were breaking down or were destroyed 
by russian secret services36. January 2, 2015 as a result of military battle 
between pro-russian gangs, one of the leaders of the so called “luhansk 
People’s republic” (lPr) – alexander Bednov, known as „Batman”, was 
killed and his accomplices were burned alive in the car37. at the same time, 
the co-chairman of the public initiative „right cause”, coordinator of the 
national Bloc of lugansk forces – Dmitry Snegirev said on his facebook 
page that “chief of Staff of the fourth Brigade” alexander Bednov, under 
the leadership of which there was about 1 500 fighters, was eliminated by 
russian special forces38.

Such a situation totally depoliticize war-weary civilians (no matter 
who, just willing to live in peace), but certainly it is not conducive to the 
reorganization of regional authorities. Direct military intervention that 
was needed to sustain the self-proclaimed “republics” led to the fact that 
some military groups are constantly fighting between themselves for in-
fluence in the region and the russian financial inflows. at the same time 

36  Гиркин призвал боевиков покинуть Донбасс после убийства „Бэтмена”, http://
news.liga.net/news/politics/4637129-girkin_prizval_boevikov_pokinut_donbass_
posle_ubiystva_betmena.htm.

37  Боевики Плотницкого отчитались о ликвидации террориста „Бэтмена”, 
http://news.liga.net/news/politics/4615713-boeviki_plotnitskogo_otchitalis_o_ 
likvidatsii_terrorista_.htm.

38  Д. Снегирев, Что на самом деле случилось с полевым командиром ЛНР «Бетме-
ном»,  http://hvylya.net/analytics/politics/chto-na-samom-dele-sluchilos-s-polevyim- 
komandirom-lnr-betmenom.html; В Луганске российские спецназовцы добива-
ют остатки отряда Бэтмена, http://ru.tsn.ua/ukrayina/v-luganske-rossiyskie- 
specnazovcy-dobivayut-ostatki-otryada-betmena-istochnik-403753.html.
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the inability/unwillingness to implement Minsk agreements by terror-
ists, as well as russia itself – is a clear proof that hybrid warfare against 
ukraine rises in a deadlock. illegal “elections” made by self-proclaimed 
authorities in Donbas region were intended to show the legality of these 
elections, but were quite useless in terms of centralizing control in the 
occupied territories.

this war is also based on civilian’s usage for mass hysteria and oppo-
sition to legitimate authority as well as “human shields” to cover armed 
fighters from russia. in this way mass media plays if not the most im-
portant role in creating the “proper”, from aggressor’s point of view, image 
of the victims in this war, which is much more important than the actual 
victory itself. Murdering of foreign troops is no longer the main objec-
tive – during hybrid warfare, it is enough to kill their own soldiers and at 
the same time provide the necessary information support.

“for months we are talking about the conflict instead of honestly 
to tell that it is a war. We are talking about the pro-russian separatists 
instead of the russian military intervention and terrorists, about plane 
crash instead of shoot-down. terminology being used is tempered, be-
ing used euphemisms and thus reaction is tempered to the events and 
lulls the awareness of the seriousness of this whole situation. the circle 
closes, we become (figuratively and literally) victims of our own glitches 
or false sense of diplomatic conventions. ... We must openly confront, 
also in the sphere of language, with reality, realistically report and evalu-
ate, because language in the information warfare is of great importance 
and cannot be overestimated, it could be both a weapon and a shield. if 
we are going to continue arguing against the facts, that this is not a war 
and that those anonymous “little green men” were not sent by russia 
with sophisticated weapons  – we can expect more victims in eastern 
Ukraine and still not responding adequately, in relation to the serious-
ness of the situation39.

Conclusions

Propaganda during 20th century was very strong and influential, but 21st 
century propaganda – in accordance to george orwell – “a victim in the 
eyes of consumers of information is transformed into the aggressor, and 

39  J. Saryusz-Wolski, Czy słowa mogą zabijać?, http://wszystkoconajwazniejsze.pl/ 
jacek-saryusz-wolski-czy-slowa-moga-zabijac/.
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the aggressor – in just an avenger. in fact, information contamination is 
carried out”40.

every attempt of negotiations and ceasefire process meets with the 
escalation of the conflict with Moscow. Kremlin propaganda is based 
on the transmission of information, every time two arguments, both 
of which are false and mutually exclusive. However, citizens have to 
believe in: “russia must invade the ukraine, because it is a repressive 
country”; “Russia should intervene in Ukraine, because it does not exist 
as a state/nation”.

russian information warfare has been held for a long time and takes 
place on two fronts. one of them – within the state, another – abroad. 
anti-ukrainian propaganda in europe, on which russia spends unprec-
edented amounts of money, for a long time has a dangerous momen-
tum. In 2012, Russia (according to the state media) took first place in 
the world in financing of propaganda, spending $1,6 billion– more than 
china and any other countries41. But even those $1,6 billion only applies 
to some state media. Since 2011 in Russia, new Putin’s unprecedented 
state program called “Information Society (2011–2020)” is running, de-
veloped by the Ministry of communications and Mass Media and the 
Ministry of Economic Development with a value of $40,6 billion, or 
about $4 billion per year. The program objectives can be defined as abso-
lute coverage of the russian-speaking population of the world by public 
and private media, which support the state strategy of the russian fed-
eration. there are also a number of branches of Kremlin internet-trolls, 
which aggressively promote Putin’s vision of the world. geography 
and scale of their activities affect the content of such influential west-
ern informational agencies as the Washington Post42, the guardian43, 

40  B. grenda, Cyber-bezpieczeństwo operacji powietrznych NATO. W: NATO wobec 
wyzwań współczesnego świata 2013, r. czulda, r. Łoś, J. reginia-Zacharski (eds.), 
Warszawa- Łódź 2013, p. 189–201.

41  Г. Канєвський, Машина пропаганди Путіна та інформаційна недолугість Укра-
їни, http://www.epravda.com.ua/publications/2014/04/1/433089/.

42  c. Dewey, Hunting for paid Russian trolls in the Washington Post comments section, http://
www.washingtonpost.com/news/the-intersect/wp/2014/06/04/hunting-for-paid- 
russian-trolls-in-the-washington-post-comments-section/.

43  The Guardian обеспокоена наплывом комментариев пророссийского характера, 
http://www.dw.de/the-guardian.
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the new York times, cnn44 and a lot of others45. Till the end of 2014 
the amount of public funds spent on propaganda of the “russian values” 
should have increased to $16,5 billion46.

ukraine should use all the ways to fight, inside the country, with national 
consciousness in different areas, and outside of ukraine should effectively 
communicate its position and debunk false news and versions of events.

the intensity and aggressiveness of russian propaganda nowadays ex-
ceeded the propaganda during the Cold War. The consequences of such 
propaganda for russia and ukraine are simply disastrous, and in order to 
restore the mutual trust we will need to wait for generations. it should be 
noted that throughout ukraine, russian aggression led to the opposite 
result than Kremlin was waiting for. Powerful patriotic principles have 
been formed, which under the conditions of inflation, weakening of the 
hryvnia, rising unemployment – are trying to live, grow and build a euro-
pean democratic country.

to sum up, it must be emphasized that international diplomacy had 
slept through the awakening of bloodthirsty bear with imperial sentiment, 
which is very reminiscent of nazi germany, once the entire world was 
wondering, how so clever german people supported the bloody dictator. 
Here is the answer: a great machine of propaganda and manipulation, 
which is now being used in russia, and all citizens of the world, uncriti-
cally watching the russian mass media.
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